How-to
A Beginner's Guide to 3D Printing
Model Aviation Editor-in-Chief Jay Smith had the chance to try a Dremel DigiLab 3D40 3D printer. Read more to learn about his experiences with 3D printing!

Technical
Understanding Angle of Attack
Wings create lift primarily by manipulating the angle of attack (AOA). Read more to explore AOA, some common misunderstandings new pilots have about stalls, and some recovery techniques.

Our community
Top Gun Invitational 2013
Top Gun 2018 will be held May 1-6, marking the 30th anniversary of the event. Read more to revisit the 25th anniversary of Top Gun!

For members
Reflecting on 2017
While revisions to the FAA's reauthorization often stall, 2018 might be the year that we see significant changes. The AMA Government Affairs team is always working to protect the hobby and keep you updated through email, social media, online, and in Model Aviation. Read more to learn how the team began 2018.

New products
FMS 1700mm F7F Tigercat
This foam rendition of Grumman's famous fighter/bomber achieves an extreme level of scale detail, with myriad individual rivets molded into the airframe along every panel line. Read more to learn about the FMS F7F Tigercat!